DISTRESS, FATIGUE, AND SEXUALITY

ɐɐ Pharmacostimulants, such as methylphenidate and dexmethylphenidate, can improve severe fatigue and work better when
combined with nonpharmacologic interventions, such as exercise and complementary alternative therapies (Campos et al.,
2011; NCCN, 2017a).
ɐɐ Corticosteroids can be used with palliative intent among
patients with severe fatigue and during end-of-life care
(Yennurajalingam et al., 2013).

Sexual Dysfunction
Sexual dysfunction in patients with cancer may be caused by the
disease, chemotherapeutic agents, surgical procedures, hormonal
therapy, medications, and comorbid conditions and can interfere with intimate relationships (Richards, Bertolotti, Doss, &
McCullagh, 2011). Providers should routinely ask patients with
MM about sexual function and dysfunction because patients usually do not volunteer information about these topics despite citing sexuality as a major concern (Goncalves & Groninger, 2015;
Osborne et al., 2014) (see Figures 6 and 7). Sexual dysfunction
is an issue only if the patient regards it as one. Sexual dysfunction is not a part of normal aging. Therefore, once a problem with
sexual function has been identified, possible causes should be
investigated.

FIGURE 6.

PATIENT EDUCATION TIP SHEET: TALKING
ABOUT SEXUALITY AND INTIMACY
Sexual dysfunction is not the result of normal aging. Rather, it occurs
because of physical illness, medications, psychological factors, or some
combination of these conditions. After discussing these topics and questions
with your healthcare provider, be sure to seek appropriate referrals.
TOPICS TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

It is important to discuss sexual concerns with your healthcare provider. The
following are several topics to discuss if you are having difficulties engaging
in sexual activity:
ɔɔ I am not interested in having sexual intercourse but would like to be.
ɔɔ Vaginal dryness
ɔɔ Fearful of being touched by your partner
ɔɔ Inability to obtain or maintain an erection during sexual intercourse
ɔɔ Inability to achieve an orgasm
ɔɔ Pain associated with intercourse
QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
ɔɔ
ɔɔ
ɔɔ

ɔɔ

How will my treatment affect my sexual activity?
Are these changes in my sexual function normal?
What precautions do I need to take while I am on treatment for multiple
myeloma or after stem cell transplantation?
Is oral sex safe while on therapy? What precautions should I take?

Note. Based on information from Clayton & Ramamurthy, 2008.

Sexual Dysfunction in Men
Sexual dysfunction in men includes erectile dysfunction, changes
in libido, premature ejaculation, and delayed or inhibited ejaculation (Cunningham & Khera, 2014). Erectile dysfunction has been
reported in about 50% of otherwise healthy men aged 40–70 years
(Patel, Halls, & Patel, 2012). In 10%–20% of men with erectile
dysfunction, the cause is thought to be solely psychological. How
many men with MM experience erectile dysfunction is unknown
(Sadovsky et al., 2010).
Some agents used to treat MM may lead to sexual dysfunction
(Celgene, 2017b; Sadovsky et al., 2010). Alkylating agents, such
as melphalan (particularly in high doses) and cyclophosphamide,
may decrease semen production, contribute to erectile dysfunction, and reduce desire (Sadovsky et al., 2010; Thygesen, Schjødt,
& Jarden, 2012). Peripheral neuropathy is one of the more common side effects of thalidomide and bortezomib, and both drugs
may damage small nerve fibers, causing erectile dysfunction
(Delforge et al., 2010). In addition, lenalidomide has been associated with erectile dysfunction in clinical trials (Celgene, 2017a).
In addition to erectile dysfunction, bortezomib may cause testicular swelling, pain, and peripheral neuropathy (Richards et
al., 2011). Steroid therapy used to treat MM may reduce desire
and cause erectile dysfunction (Kalantaridou, Calis, et al., 2006;
Kalantaridou, Naka, et al., 2006). Steroid therapy may also cause
hyperglycemia, which can also reduce sexual function (Faiman,
Bilotti, Mangan, & Rogers, 2008; Richards et al., 2011). In men
without prostate cancer, comorbid conditions, such as diabetes,
hypertension, thyroid disorders, renal disease, cardiovascular disease, pain, and disturbances in body image, may reduce sexual
function (Richards et al., 2011).
Sexual Dysfunction in Women
About half of women with MM report sexual dysfunction lasting more than a month, but only about 20% seek treatment for
it (Srivastava, Thakar, & Sultan, 2008). Women may experience
hypoactive arousal, painful intercourse, loss of desire, and difficulties having an orgasm. The most common report of sexual dysfunction is loss of desire (Fourcroy, 2003; Srivastava et al., 2008).
In women, sexual dysfunction may be caused by medications,
hormonal therapy, ovarian failure, pain, body image changes,
and changes in interpersonal relationships. Treatments, such
as stem cell transplantation, alkylating agents, steroids, and the
use of birth control, may reduce sexual function. The effect of
new agents, such as pomalidomide, carfilzomib, ixazomib, daratumumab, elotuzumab, and panobinostat, on sexual function is
unknown. In stem cell transplantation, women tend to not recover baseline sexual function, whereas men return to baseline
function within two to three years after transplantation (Li et al.,
2015). Alkylating agents may cause ovarian failure, leading to vaginal dryness, decreased desire, and painful intercourse (Sadovsky
et al., 2010). Several factors increase the risk for sexual dysfunction

Source: Catamero et al. Clin J Oncol Nurs. 2017 Oct 1;21(5):7-18.
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